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It’s all about eggs!



BACKGROUND



LANGUAGE

Language—more specifically human language—

refers to the grammar and other rules and norms 

that allow humans to make utterances and sounds 

in a way that others can understand. John McWhorter





DISCOURSE

Power, knowledge and ideologies 
together with the meaning of both 
what was said and what wasn’t. 







REPERTOIRE

Linguistic or verbal repertoire is ‘the set of
language varieties used in the speaking and
writing practices of a speech community’ (Finegan
2004, glossary). In other words, the linguistic
repertoire of a speech community includes all the
linguistic varieties (registers, dialects, styles,
accents, etc.) which exist in this community.



POSTMETHOD

Rather than subscribe to a single set of procedures,
postmethod teachers are dissatisfied with the
conventional concept of method and adapt their
approach in accordance with local, contextual factors,
while at the same time being guided by a number of
'macrostrategies'. Two such macrostrategies are
'Maximise learning opportunities' and 'Promote learner
autonomy'.





WHAT IS 
TRANSLANGUAGING?





A term first coined by Cen Williams (1994) “the ability of

multilingual speakers to shuttle between languages, treating

the diverse languages that form their repertoire as an

integrated system” (Canagarajah 2011:401)



“A translanguaging classroom is any classroom in 

which students may deploy their full linguistic 

repertoires, and not just the particular language(s) that are 

officially used for instructional purposes in that space” (p. 1).





Traditional conceptualizations of language  based on constructions
of standards andnorms….

WE versus YOU



Goal of language education

To “own” who could only “add” to a 

linguistic  and cultural identity that is left
undisturbed

To teach a “second” language

To “others” who are unlikely 
to participate meaningfully

But, teacher, my English is 
“broken.”



Pedagogies of complete separation



Pedagogies based on diglossia

/ˌdaɪˈɡlɑː.si.ə/

In sociolinguistics, diglossia is a situation in which two
distinct varieties of a language are spoken within the same
speech community.



BILINGUALISM



Traditional conceptualizations

for “others”

Subtractive bilingualism 



Traditional conceptualizations
Additive bilingualism 

for the elite





For those who 
don’t belong

For those who 
belong

Additive bilingualism Subtractive bilingualism 



DEFICIT



What about language education?

The world has turned……





Spaces are interconnected

Transnational circulation 
(capital, commodities,  labour 
and people). Technology

Migrations & displacements

A neoliberal economic regime
(Harvey, 2005)

Deregulation of markets Deterritorialization & 
displacements

Privatization and withdrawal
of state from social
provisions



What have been theeffects
of the economical changes in

language education?

Breaking out of the box



Many marginalized communities
have  broken out of boundaries that 
had been  imposed.

Subtractive bilingualism questioned



The powerful have broken out of

their  national borders

Additive bilingualism no longer sufficient

turn toward plurilingualism



Complexity Multiplicity

Breaking out hasmade Dynamic bilingualism visible

Interconnectivity



Not a “second” language. New language features & practices

Bilingualism can re-shape  conceptualizations of “second language”education



formed through

social interaction

LANGUAGE LEARNING

Dialogic





T: This tree is bigger. That tree  is

smaller.

Alicia: [Tries out under her  breath]. 

This tree is grander.  (9/23/2007)



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z13CVD0idrM&feature=youtu.be

George Lopez - Spanglish 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Z13CVD0idrM&feature=youtu.be


NOT

Code-switching 



In the Translanguaging perspective, they are 

Using their full language repertoire of features
to make meaning and extend their repertoire

TRANSLANGUAGING



They are using their 

own language  features 

in interrelationship 

with new  ones to make 

meaning and

communicate.

They are 

constructing their 

dynamic  bilingual 

repertoire by adding 

features to  those 

they already have.



Not “language learners”  

Emergent Bilinguals

instead

Voices always under construction



What translanguaging enables

Translanguaging liberates and includes the multilingual  voices 
of speakers that have been constrained or  repressed in school

Translanguaging equalizes the distance between home  language 
practices and those desired in school.



Translanguaging to create a trans-subject

to change perspectives and terms  

through which conversations

FOR SOCIAL JUSTICE

are had.



Normalizes
multilingual use, speakers  and audiences



HOW TO DO IT





Acknowledge their home language



Multilingual Word Walls

continent  
continent

equator  
équateur

desert  

désert

mountains  
montagnes

Africa is the second largestcontinent.  

L'Afrique est le deuxième plus grand  
continent.

The equator crosses Africa.  
L'équateur traverse l'Afrique.

Africa has three large deserts.  
L'Afrique a trois grands déserts.

Africa has mountains.
L'Afrique a des montagnes.

savannah  
savane

Africa has a savannah across the center.  
L'Afrique a une savane à travers le centre.



Multilingual Writing References

Français English

Tout d'abord vous devez vous rendre à  

l'Afrique du Sud parce…

Une des raisons que vous devriez aller  

en Egypte est…

First of all, you should go to South  

Africa because…

One reason you should go to Egypt is…

Une autre raison, vous devriez aller au Another reason you should goto

Kenya parceque… Kenya is…

En outre, vous devriez aller au Sénégal en  

raison… In addition, you should go to Senegal

because…

Enfin, vous devez vous rendre au Maroc  

parce que…

Finally, you should go to Morocco  

because…



Google Translate



https://quizlet.com/277444124/face-2-face-upper-intermediate-unit-10a-mandarin-flash-cards/
https://quizlet.com/277444124/face-2-face-upper-intermediate-unit-10a-mandarin-flash-cards/




Why use translanguaging in  instruction?

• Toenable students to engage with and comprehend  complex content and

texts

• To developstudents’ linguistic practices for academic contexts

• To make space for students to draw on their  bilingualism and

bilingual ways of knowing

• To support students’ social emotional development  and bilingual

identities, and advance social justice



TAKE-AWAYS



What monolingual and bilingual teachers can do

• Building metalinguistic awareness

• Building linguistic tolerance toward each other

• Working against linguistic hierarchies

• Involving families and others

• Developing multiliteracies

• Acting as co-learner

• Recognizing & building on linguistic strengths

• Putting classroom’s language repertoires in conversation with each other

• Questioning dictionaries & manuals 

• Recognizing difficulty of translation

• Recognizing the variability of language

• Normalizing linguistic diversity

Construct a translanguaging space by



READING

Students read in the SL and  discuss/analyze what they read in  the HL

Assign reading partners that  share a HL for mutual assistance

Students do independentreading
in multiple languages

Encourage students to read &  research for research projects in  
both languages

Supplement SL readings with HL  language readings on the same  
topic/theme



Allow students to audio record  ideas first using both languages,  

then transfer to writing

Students pre-write in both  languages,then publish in the SL

Assign writing partners that share a HL for mutual assistance

Students write first in the HL and then translate that text into the SL



Allow students to explain/share  ideas using the HL and the SL  
(another student can translate if  you don’t speaklanguage)

Have students interview one  another using both the HL and  
the SL and then share what they  learned in the SL

Create a multilingual listening  center comprised of fictionand  
non-fiction texts in the  classroom, narratives of  community 
members, and  books recorded by students (a  favorite 
book or their own  writing)



Assign newcomers a buddy to  show them around school,  
answer questions, etc.

Group students so they can use  both languages in small group  
work, then present in the SL

Allow students to discuss  lesson/ideas with partner in the  HL 
and SL



Create multilingual word walls

Create cognate charts

Utilize multilingual graphic  organizers

Provide students with bilingual  and/or bilingual picture  
dictionaries



Moment-by-moment decisions that change with the flow  of the 
translanguaging corriente and allow for flexibility  in language 
practices, conversations, activities, and  plans

In moments of difficulty/misunderstanding, encouraging  students 
to talk to one another about a new concept,  vocabulary word,
etc., using their own language practices

Looking up words and phrases using online translation tools  or
having students do so on their own



Do not separate “proficiency” into countable “languages”

Students’ performance

Move away from deficit views of students’ language

Recognize that bilinguals’ “proficiency” shifts depending on 
the social situation/social context (not linear)



Be a co-learner! 









TRANSLANGUAGING









Download

bit.ly/2kSEONq


